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Abstract

This report is ;» personal review of theoretical research concerning niolecu Ie.s.

Here one finds some matin matical background from tensor calculus and Lie

group theory. The most general transformations of tin; 3X-dimensional l.aplacian.

including transformations to group operators, are also presented. I discuss

kinematical questions, especially those behind the separations of electronic

am1 nuclear and of vibrational and rotational motion. One also finds discussions

of the dynamics of the former separation. Classical atom-diatomic molecule

scattering and quasiclassical transition probabilities are touched upon. I present

a general discussion of approximate separation schemes, especially adiabatic.

and discuss predissociations with special reference to one in Sif). Finally, a

simple model is presented which reveals what happens when inversion doubling

is connected with decay.



ODE TO A MOLECULE

Fractions of a micro-Joule

can set you loose and free

no wonder, little molecule,

you elude and madden me

Hiding in your messy moles

a beast called entropy destroys

all those desired starry goals

that live in minds of dreaming boys

You may constitute a hormone

and dictate my love and pleasure

but a.5 Heisenberg has shown

you are very hard to measure

But sometimes symbols will reveal

some quality that you possess

or some power we might steal

to make us suffer somewhat less
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PRtFACt in which deeper reasons tor my work and acknowledgements can be found

This thin volume sums up almost five \cais of research, the imnc detailed

parts of which can be found in previously written papers and reports. It hat*

been written to constitute a doctoral thesis together with tin- al>ovementioned

papers. Since I realize that most readers wil l not get far oast this preface I

will take the opportunity to express here certain opinions aljout the role and

nature of science, i.e. th>- deeper reasons for in v work, and similar matters

that I think are of general importance. After al l : "the world is not divided into

those who do and those who do not hold metaphysical doctrines, hut rather into

those who hold them for some reason and those- who hold them for none"

(Norman Robert Campbell».

An often asked question concerning scientific work is: is it useful'.' What then

is "useful"? If the detinition is that something is useful it it can give us some-

thing we desire, then the answer should and must, in a sense. l>e no- The things

many of us want most are to he rich and stay young and so thousands of al-

chemists have wasted their lives in trying to make gold and elixir vitae Modern

science, on the other hand, has actually made us. to some small extent,

masters of the material world and this is what it should and might continue to

do, if it survives This seems like a paradox: how can science he useful by not

trying to he usetul? Well, the answer should he obvious: scientific advances do

not come from the idle wishing of men and women but from a genuine curiosity

about how and why nature exhibits this aspect or that. 1 think that a very pertinent

question following from this is: why is this true scientific curiosity such a new

thing? Mankind in its present form, has walked on earth for at least a couple of

hundred thousand vears. but this year. 1071). only one hundred years have past

since the death of Maxwell and the birth of Kinstein- I believe that science can

only progress in a society that can produce individuals which are. at the same

time, well educated and civilized on one hand and intellectually and materially

independent on the other. Persons with the former characteristics have existed

in small numbers for long times but then usually within a ritua | :stic hierarchy of

some kind. Intellectual am' material independence has even been quite com num.

but in most cases without the necessary refinement of ihe mind. Since most

countries today have rather ambitious educational programs I think that t lie

greatest danger to science now is the tendency of people to think and do like

everyone else- In spite of constant lipservicc to originality several fields of

modern science are dangerously close to becoming ritualistic hierarchies and.

sad enough, this has partly been unavoidable and is due to the great victories

of the past. So much lor science .tnrl society
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I now come to science itself and especially my field, theoretical physics, which

is one of its most central part6. Theories try to sum up experience into systems

of concepts and mathematically formulated laws that give the relations between

these. "It is not the facts, but the explanation of them that matters". The

constant aim is to try to incorporate as large numbers of experiences as possible

into as few and simple concepts and laws as possible. Concerning these "it is

possible that we shall discover limits to their thruth, but that will only make

their truth within those limits more certain" (Norman Robert Campbell). In what

way is simplicity important? Most people, I fear, will not discover any

simplicity in the coming pages. Still, however, I hope some is there and that

there are those who will. This is because non-trivial simplicity is in fact one

of the most important aspects of theory and is strongly correlated both to its

beauty and its power. Since the aim of theory should always be to enlarge the

range of validity, A. Conan Doyle's professor Challenger expresses a sound

feeling when he says: "I will not conceal from you that my opinion of experts

is not a high one, . . .".

By now the reader might wonder what words like these have to do in the preface

of a thesis on molecular theory. Well, if nothing else they at least represent

a departure from the "academic cant, of relatively recent origin, that a self-

respecting scientist must be a bore, that the more dehydrated the style of his

writing, and the more technical the jargong he uses, the more respect he will

command" (Arthur Koestler) •

This preface is, I think, also the proper place to give acknowledgement to some

of those who have made this work possible. I wish to thank my parents, my

sisters, my closest relatives and friends for providing me with so many of the

most important things in life. I sincerely wish to thank my teacher and adviser,

prof. Inga Fischer-Hjalmars, for constant intellectual, moral and material

support. The Institute of Theoretical Physics as a whole has been very im-

portant to me and to try to give special thanks and lists of names would only

lead to unfair omissions. Special thanks, however, are due to my collaborators

on one of the papers: Dr. Michael Baer (Israel) and Dr. Gert D. Billing (Copen-

hagen). Doctors Per Siegbahn, Anders Barany, Ulf Lindström and Pehr Säll-

ström also deserve thanks for stimulating collaboration and many discussions

which, even if they have not led to any publications (most scientific work should

not anyway), have meant much to me.

Hanno Essen

Stockholm 1979



INTRODUCTION

The aspects of molecular mechanics found in this report are the same as those

in the papers listed below and it is based upon the research behind them.

The text, however, is not a mere summary. It is meant to be readable in it-

self. Apart from much more detailed accounts of some background theory,

several new aspects and minor research results are presented. On some points

these constitute important amendments to previous results. Thus certain points

of the papers (which together with this report constitute a doctoral thesis) are

condensed or not mentioned at all while others are considerably extended.

Since there is no system it ic presentation of their content I list here: 1. a

three-letter abbreviation that will be used throughout in referring to these

papers, 2. the complete titel, 3. co-authors (when relevant), 4- the formal

reference and 5. the complete abstract, of all of them:

CCP:

Theoretical Considerations of a Curve-crossing in SiO Responsible

for an Unusual Type of Predissociation

USIP Report 76-17, (June 1976), 22 pp.

A peculiar case of predissociation found in the spectrum of SiO is investigated

theoretically. Every predissociated vibrational level is accompanied by a

sharp one, both belonging to electronic states of the same symmetry I*,.

Comparison of previous experimental and theoretical work on SiO makes it

possible to obtain qualitatively reliable potential curves. The phenomenon is

found to be connected with a pseudocrossing of a binding and a repulsive curve

near the minimum of the bound one. Due to a kind of accidental degeneracy

both the diabatic and the adiabatic binding potential curves are capable of

supporting nuclear resonance levels. Two different models of the behaviour are

investigated: The two-state coupled equations for the nuclear motion and

classical nuclear motion plus timedepender.t first order perturbation theory.

Both approaches seem to illuminate various aspects of the phenomenon!.



CRC:

Comparison of Quantum Mechanical and Quasi-Classical Calculations
of Col linear Reaction Rate Constants for the H + C12 and D+C12 Systems

Co-authors: CD- Billing and M. Baer

Chemical Physics J2 (1976) pp. 443-449

Comparison between quantum and classical mechanical reaction probabilities
and rate constants for the collinear H + Cl,, and D+C1_ systems is made.
Different quasi-classical methods are compared and the QCRF method which
fulfils the principle of detailed balance is suggested. Finally the total reaction
rate constants are compared with results obtained from a simple transition
state model •

BOA:

The Physics of the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

International Journal of Quantum Chemistry JXH, (1977), pp. 721-735

A new derivation o» the Born-Oppenheimer separation of electronic and nuclear
motion is presented. The arguments used differ from those in earlier works in
not being specially designed for molecules- Instead they aim at an intuitive
understanding of the qualitative behaviour of the low energy bound states of any,
real or hypothetical, Coulomb interacting system of particles. The virial
theorem is the starting point of the discussion. After a brief explanation ot how
it can be used to understand atomic structure it is applied to molecules. It is
found that coordinates of collective and individual motion are natural coordinates
for the approximate separation, rather than nuclear and electronic. It is also
shown that it is the form of the interaction between the particles that is
responsible for the separation; the smallness oi m ./M-, is irrelevant.

QIC:

Quantization and Independent Coordinates

American Journal of Physics 46 (1978) pp. 983-988

This paper reviews canonical and other quantization methods, gives a quantiza-

tion rule that gives results that agree with those obtained by direct transforma-



tion of the Laplacian, and thus expresses the correct Hamiltonian operator in

terms of proper conjugate momentum operators. It gives applications to a

number of curvilinear coordinates, introduces the class of independent co-

ordinates, presents generalized Jacobi coordinates, and discusses the molec-

ular vibrr-ion-rotation Hamiltonian.

SPM:

Some Studies Concerning Vibration-Rotation of Polyatomic Molecules

USIP Report 78-21. (Nov. 1978). 15 pp.

General expressions for the kinetic energy operator containing momenta not

conjugate to coordinates are obtained using tensor calculus for non-holonomic

systems. Among such momenta are angular momenta and vibrational angular

momenta. A commutation rule for such operators is found. It is shown that,

for molecules of six atoms or more, the Eckart conditions can be extended in

such a way that the properties of the vibration-rotation hamiltonian are con-

siderably simplified.

Since SPM was written it has come to my knowledge that the extensions of the

Eckart conditions presented there are of no practical use. In fact, Sec. 3 in

SPM also contains other errors and obscurities and should be regarded as re-

placed by Sec. 1.34 of this report. SPM as a whole is rather condensed so a

rather detailed account of its background is found here. Thus tensor calculus is

introduced in some detail- This is also good background for material in QIC. Lie

group theory necessary for the understanding of the geometrical meaning of non-

commuting momenta and the rotation group is also sketched. I then discuss

rotation-vibration separation rather carefully. The paper BOA is quite readable

and rather detailed in itself and the m Uters discussed there are therefore given

very little space here. I find reason, however, to comment on the slightly

exaggerated statement, that the electronic to nuclear mass ratio is irrelevant,

found in the abstract.

On the whole the first, kinematical part of this report is much more detailed

than the latter part of dynamics. The largest parts there are devoted to ex-

plaining concepts concerning quasiclassical transition probabilities (CRC),

approximate separation schemes (BOA. CCP) and predissociation (CCP).



The final section describes a simple and amusing mode] of inversion doubling

with decay. It applies both to Si O and the neutral K-meson and should be of

general interest.

In most cases the various sections of this report are independent so it is not

necessary to read everything from the beginning: feel free to read what seems

most interesting.

Finally, I must warn the reader that this thesis has been produced with some haste;

it has not been corrected by anyone except myself. I must therefore apologize in

advance for all errors of various nature that are sure to exist.



PART 1

KINEMATICS
GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTIONS OF MOTION



1.1 Mathematical Preliminaries

The mathematical tools of theoretical physics have developed and been refined

throughout the 20th century. Especially in differential geometry and the theory of

continuous groups (Lie groups) one today finds very deep and powerful machin-

eries, representing a unification of algebra, geometry and analysis. These

methods are now beginning to be used also in theoretical chemistry. One might

mention the unitary group approach to electronic structure. More along the lines

of the present investigations are the attempts to use differential geometry to

find natural reaction coordinates etc. A recent article by Tachibana and Fukui

(1978) is a nice example of this. In the study of vibration-rotation separation in

rigid and non-rigid, linear and non-linear molecules a large number of different,

both coordinate and more general group operator, transformations of the

Hamiltonian have been suggested. Only very general, abstract mathematical con-

cepts are capable of providing a deeper understanding of how these are inter-

related.

The following pages try give a compact, but of course very superficial, introduc-

tion to the mathematics behind my papers QIC and 9 2 of SPM.



1. 11 Tensor Calculus and Differential Geometry

The basic concept is an underlying point set t/\- {P(q)}. an "n-dimensional mani-

fold", where continuity of curves, connectivity of subsets and other such

fundamental concepts are defined. We also assume that each point is characterized

by n real coordinates q ( i - 1 , . . . ,n) of some ("primitive") coordinate system so

that we can write

P(q) - Pfa1 q") (1.11.1)

(thereby indicating a mapping from R to P(q) €« l̂; usually we will have n = 3N

where N is the number of particles considered). Once a coordinate system is

given one can make coordinatetransformations:

q1 ' = t ( q 1 , . . . ! q n ) i ' - l n . (1.11,2)

i
These should be interpreted as follows: j

the point P(q) has coordinates q1 in the sys tem (i);
ji

the same point has coordinates q in the system (i •):

thus they are passive transformations (only the "name" of the point is changed). j

We introduce the notation

A! =1! = ( 1 . 1 1 > 3 )
1 d q 9 q

for the elements of the square matrix of partial derivatives of the transforma-

tion (i)"*(i'). This matrix must of course be non-singular for allowable trans-

formations.

Geometric concepts are of two types:

1. Mappings from R (1 - V < n) to^t i .e . hypersurfaces. For v = 1 we get a

set of points {P{~) = P(q(T)); T £ R} usually called a curve.

2. Mappings from Ji to R or C ( I f ) i.e real or complex p-component

fields on Ji-

At a certain fixed point P t/{ the v components of a field will in general

depend on the coordinate system- It turns out, however, that if these components

transform according to certain rules, the field can be considered as a definite

geometric object and vice versa. The following example clarifies this statement:

Consider a curve P(T) through the point P P(T ). The tangent vector v to the

curve at P can be written symbolically as:



v = ;-^r P(T)) (1.11,4)

i .e . the partial derivative of the point with respect to the parameter. In a given

coordinate system (i) the curve is given by n functions q'(T) ( i=l , . . . ,n), so we

can write formally

= Le . ' v 1 . (1.11,5)

Here we have resolved the vector along the coordinate basis vectors e. at P

in (i), the tangent vectors to the coordinate curves through P = P(q , . . . , q " ) .

1 1 i-1 i—I i i
Thus e. is tangent vector to the curve q = q q =q , q = q +(T~T

O)>
q l+ = q1+ qn = q" . The tangent vectors at P to the set of all (differentiable)

o , . . . , o o
curves through P constitute a linear vector space, the tangent space at P .

Using (1.11,5) and (1.11,3) it is now easy to see that the components v1 of the

contravariant vector (def.) y change to

i ' i1 i
v - AJ v 1 (1.11,6)

(Here the summation convention implies a sum over i not shown explicitly. This

convention is used henceforth.) when (i) is transformed to (i1).

A scalar field $ (P) is a mapping from« f̂ to R or C (a wavefunction can often

be considered as such a field). The gradient of $ in (i), denoted $,i, is then a

field ornA. which according to the chain rule transforms as

* , i ' = AJ,*,i (1.11.7)

where A., constitute the matrix inverse of A. . Such a field is usually called

a covariant vector field. (Geometrically, however, it does not correspond to

a vector but to a set of parallel planes in the tangent space at each point; a

"1-form".)

With this definition, note that a coordinate transformation, (1.11,2), in fact is

given by n scalar fields tp (P(q)) (I' = 1, • . . , n). Thus the matrix AJ in
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i» *(1.11,3) is built from n covariant vector fields A. -<p, i . Simple investigations

show that the inverse matrix A., in a similar way can be considered as built

from n contravariant vector fields v = A., .

We have seen how co- and contravariant vector fields transform. A set of func-

tions T1'' 'K , (P) is called a tensor field if it transforms according to
K • • • 1

when (i)oi(i'). Geometric objects with transformation laws also involving the
j i

determinant J of A. are called densities. Later we will also encounter

geometric objects with transformations involving also the second derivatives
; i

of the transformation: A. . (objects of "class two"). Before doing this, however,
•» J

we now note that it is not always necessary or desirable to work with components

of geometric objects in coordinate bases. One can introduce an arbitrary set of

n linearly independent covariant vector fields

K K

v. = Aj (K=l ,n) (1.11.9)

and the reciprocal contravariant fields Aĵ

A^A'L - ö£ (1.11,10)

and transform, as in (1.11,8), to such a general an-holonomic system

(distinguished by capital indices). For a coordinate basis we have

r,q'bq

and the system is holonomic; in general

. - AK. i 0 (1.11,12)
J J i

and one has a non-holonomic system of basis vectors.

Let a certain second rank tensor Tield g,. (P),the metric, be defined onc/ff , with

geometric meaning: let dq1 be the coordinate differences in (i) for two nearby

points P. and P2< then
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dl = g.k (Pj) dq dq (1.11,13)

is the squared distance between P. and Po . Then the spaced is said to be

Riemannian. Of special importance to us is the case that g.. is positive definite;

then the tangent space at each point becomes Euclidean- In the non-relativistic

physics of N-particle systems the interesting quadratic form corresponding to

(1.11,13) is the kinetic energy T, given by

2 T(dt) E m
a

(1.11,14)

We see that the metric in this 3N-dim. space is constant and has the (positive)

masses m along the diagonal in the metric when Cartesian coordinates are

used, as in (1.11,14). Riemannian spaces in which there exist preferred co-

ordinates that make the metric constant and diagonal are called flat. Thus flat,

Euclidian spaces will be considered in what follows.

If the metric is diagonal and constant in a certain coordinate system a very

simple coordinate transformation (corresponding to the introduction of mass-

weighted coordinates in (1.11,14)) can make it correspond to the unit matrix:

g i i _ ( ( l ) = ' ' The metric transformed to an arbitrary anholonomic

system (I) is then

K = <A 'A)IK

(1.11,15)

Here A is the matrix with element PL. in the i1 :th column and I:th row and

A is the transposed matrix. If the system (I) happens to be a coordinate system,

which we denote (i), let us define:

A . = T. A (1.11,16)

i .e. T. is the logaritmic derivative matrix of A with respect to the coordinate
kq . The elements of the I", matrix are given by

'lk 1 Ik

r1 r2

2k 2k

(1.11,17)
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Since the elements A. of A correspond to the coordinate transformation

(i')^»(i) we have the following identity

( A . k> i j ' = <A.i>kj' (1.11.18)

(due to the equality of the mixed partial derivatives).

This means that

f
and thus that

(1.11,15) and (1.11,16) together give

This is an alternative way of saying that the covariant derivative of the metric

is zero. Because of (1.11,20) the eq. (1.11,21) can be used to express the

r' in termes of the metric and its first partial derivatives:
JK

^ r ^ V i + sii.j-Sij.i* • <iil-22>

These are the Christoffel symbols or the affinities and the geometric object in

JU corresponding to these is sometimes called the object of parallel displacement.

In flat space however (1.11,22) are conveniently replaced by (1.11,16).

Covariant differentiation of tensor fields yields new tensor fields of higher rank.

For the details of this part of the theory I must, however, refer the reader to

the literature ( e g . Golab (1974)).

We have seen that the partial derivative with respect to a parameter or,

equivalently, a coordinate (see (1.11,4-5)) at a certain point can be regarded as

a vector, (1.11,5) e.g. shows that the coordinate basis vectors e. are generated
k ~

by the partial derivatives ft/ftq - ft. . What are the corresponding operators
generating the basis vectors in non-holonomic systems? These turn out to be:
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AK °k " SK (1.11,23)

These differential operators can in many cases be treated as partial derivatives

but when the anholonomic system really is non-holonomic they do not commute.

We can then define a set of quantities tl._ , the object of anholonomicity through

V f

(t.11,24)

If A in (1.11,16) corresponds to a transformation to a non-holonomic system,

then (1.11,16) must be replaced by

(1.11.25)

where the matrix f i K is defined as

°1KO1K -

K (1.11,26)

One should remember that in the nonholonomic case the symmetry in (1.11,20)

is no longer valid.

Note that if the operators dK are considered as the generators of a Lie group,
Mthen the quantities - 2 O R L in (1.11,24) correspond to the structure constants

of the corresponding algebra (if they are constant, or else at each point of *H)-

This will be discussed in next section.
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1.12 Continuous Groups

Among the large number of arbitrary coordinate (1.11,2-3) or anholonomic (1.11.9)

transformations certain very restricted classes are sometimes of special

importance in molecular physics. If the matrix A is constant we are dealing

with linear coordinate transformations. Among these the orthogonal and unitary

transformations are of special importance since they leave invariant the metrics

(i.e. they are isometric) based on the Euclidean and Hermitean scalar products,

respectively. Other transformations with special significance are e.g. the Galilei

transformations, i .e . the symmetry transformation of non-relativistic space

and time.

The set of matrices of given order n which fulfill the conditions of orthogonality

R real R- R = i (1.12,1)

+ ~ *
or unitaritv (U = U , * = complex conjugation)

IJ complex U-U+ = I (1.12,2)

are found to be groups if the group operation is taken to be matrix multiplication.

These groups are often denoted O(n) and U(n) (or O(n,R) and U(n,C)) in the

literature. The (connected) subgroups of these with determinant unity

det(B) = 1 , det (|7) = 1 (1.12,3)

are called the special orthogonal and unitary groups respectively and will be

denoted SO(n) and SU(n) respectively. All these groups have an infinity of ele-

ments and are all examples of continuous groups called Lie Groups. These

have been extensively studied from algebraic, topological and analytic points of

view. Here we give only a very brief and elementary account of some of the

most useful properties and concepts •

The defining relations (1.12,1-3) are all rather complicated non-linear condi-

tions on the matrix elements. A fact of fundamental importance is that the

exponential mapping

- OD * n

M = e L = X -^ Ln (1.12,4)
o n-

(defined by its taylor series) turn these non-linear conditions (on M) to linear
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conditions (on L ) . In fact, let M be the set of matrices with zero trace

(= the sum of the elements on the diagonal). Then

IL € MZ ~ det(M> = 1 (1.12,5)

i .e . the condition det(IM) - 1 is replaced by

£<<L)H - 0 . (1.12,6)
i l l

SH SH

Let M denote the set of skew hertnitian matrices, i .e . L € M if and only if

L + L* = 0 (1-12,7)

and M the set of real matrices

L - L* = 0 . (1.12,8)
Then

IL € MSHH MR « IM € O(n) (1.12,9)

and

L € MSH « M € U(n) . (1.12,10)

Thus the non-linear conditions have been replaced by the linear relationships

(1.12,6-8). The set of matrices satisfying some combination of these linear con-

ditions can be added and multiplied by scalars (€ R or C) and they are therefore

the elements of a linear vector space over the field of real or complex numbers

(the conditions (1.12,7-8) are only invariant under the reals). This is not all, how-

ever. If IMO IL matrices IL., IL. belong to such a vector space, then in fact the

commutator

[ Lj, L,] = tt^ (1.12,11)

also will do so. The commutator defines a non-linear operation of the set of

matrices into itself, sometimes called the Lie-product, and turns the vector

space into an algebl^. Thus, loosely speaking, to every Lie group $ of matrices

JM there corresponds a Lie algebra G of matrices IL.

The linear vector spaces over the field of real numbers corresponding to the



the Lie algebras of U(n), SU(n), O(n) and SO(n) turn out to have dimensions n2,
2

n - 1 , n(n-l)/2 and n(n-l)/2, respectively. It is thus, of course, possible to

span these spaces by this number, m, of basis "vectors" (conveniently choosen

as certain matrices) e. (i^l m) so that an arbitrary L € G can be written

L = ^ V 41 e R . (1.12,12)

The Lie product in G is uniquely given by its operation on a basis:

=

The constants c . are the so called structure constants (and depend of course

on the choosen basis). The Jacobi identity for the Lie product, i.e. for com-

mutators imposes restrictions on the c , ; all sets c. . fulfilling these
iJK 1JK

define a Lie algebra. We now see that there is a formal similarity between

c... in (1.12,13) and the quantities - 2 0 , , . ^ in (1.11,24), which is far more

than formal. In fact a set of operators b,, (1.11,23) constitute a representation
M

of a Lie algebra with structure constants - 2 0,,,- . This brings us to the subject
KL

of representations. Though we have defined the Lie Groups § and corresponding

algebras G by nxn matrices there are of course representations (both

reducible and irreducible) both by matrices of other dimensions and by more

abstract operators.

Let

T (it.) = L. (1.12,14)

be the representative of ©, in some representation F of G . Then the set of

matrices

U.(t) = expd. j- t ) t (: R (1.12,15)

each constitute a one-parameter subgroup of the group (in some corresponding

representation F). After having chosen a definite basis ©, for the algebra we

get in this way a basic set of one-parameter sub-groups. The basis vectors of

G are called generators (or infinitesimal operators) of the basic set belonging

to $ .

An element g near the unit element of 3 can be written

$m) - exp(£i|Li) (1.12,16)
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and the real parameters £ are called canonical coordinates of the group.

For the groups SU(2) and SO(3) which both are 3-dimensional (m = 3) one can

choose a basis so that

C i jk = e i jk <

is antisymmetric in all indices. A representation L. of e. (i = 1,2,3) by 2 »2

matrices is then given by

_ _ j . / O l v i i , 0 -i i
L l " " 2 ( 1 0 ) ~ ~ 2 ax ' L 2 = " 2 M 0 ; = " 2 CTy •

0 , å (1.12,18)
L 3 - " 2 ( 0 -\> = ~2 °z •

A matrix of the corresponding Lie group can then be written (a unit "quaternion"):

• M r . r , o = e* = e • <i.12,19)

The elements of SO» correspond to three-dimensional rotations and (1.12,19)

thus have the following geometric interpretation: Let x = (x,y,z) be a vector and

construct the (unique) 2x2 matrix

x = x a (1.12,20)

Then

x1 = R x R+ (1.12,21)

corresponds to a vector xj rotated an angle |£ | = 6 around the axis given by the

unit vector £ / [£ | = n .

Another popular way of describing 3-dim. rotations is by 3-dim. rotation matrices

depending on Euler angles. One way of doing this is to introduce the 3-dim. basis

H. where

<H l>Jk= €IJk ( 1 ' 1 2 ' 2 2 )

and
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ittt ÖH <PH
R(M><P) = e e e . (1.12,23)

A * A A A A

A coordinate system x!, x i , x ' obtained by applying (1.12,23) to x. , x , , x_

has x ' -axis with polar angles, tp, d in the unprimed system while x' makes

an angle ^ with the line of nodes. (The Cayley-Klein parameters represent a

third way of introducing coordinates for SO .) Sec Fig. 1, Sec. 1.22 .

From (1.12,19) one can get that

— = t - | a -n]R = Rt-j o-n] . (1.12,24)

It is also possible to show that for (1.12,23)

~= - R (-simp. Hj +cos<p. « 2 + 0 - « 3 ) (1.12,25)

coap • H. + sin»? sit*o (Ho + cost? • ftlo)

i . e . R is multiplied by minus the scalar product of the vector (I and the axis

around which rotation takes place when the respective angles vary. Thus

p, coetp, 0) are the components of the line of nodes (in the fixed system)
A

and (aindcostp, sintfsinp, cos«?) the components of the (new) x ' -axis in the
o

fixed system. These relations are useful for explicit calculations.
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1.13 The 3N-dimensional Lapbcian

The quantum mechanical kinetic energy operator

2
can, after transformation to masswejghted coordinates, be regarded as - h /2

A

times the Laplacian operator, L, in flat n = 3N-dimensional space:

n 2
L = L d . (1.13,2)

ikWe introduce the metric g , which in the present coordinate system (i) is just
* ik *

the unit matrix, ( 6 . . - g ) and write L as:

L = ä j g l k ö k . (1.13.3)

In going to arbitrary geometries and/or arbitrary coordinate or non-coordinate

systems the form (1.13,3) is clearly not invariant. E.g. as soon as the metric

becomes non-constant there will be commutation problems etc. One way out of

this difficulty is to write down the manifestly invariant operator (V = operator

of covariant differentiation)

L = g L M V L V M (1.13,4)

(the so called "second Beltrarni parameter"), which reduces to (1.13,2-3) in

the system (i) in a flat space. This form is, however, a bit to symbolic to be

directly useful since covariant differentiation operators must be modified

according to what they operate upon. Therefore it is of interest to see what a

direct transformation of (1.13,3) to an arbitrary anholonomic system gives.
A

(It will be assumed that L is to operate on a scalar.) The anholonomic system

is given by a square non-singular matrix of functions A, , (1.11,9), and (1.13,3)

is simply expressed in terms of the differential operators bK (1.11,23),

belonging to the system (K), through

a, = A ^ d , , . (1.13,5)

One obtains

L = A f ä K g l k Afc^L • (1.13,6)
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This operator can of course be rewritten in a large number of ways which are

more or less useful in practice, more or less geometrically significant. Some

of these are exhibited in SPM. It is not possible to give the detailed derivations

here but I will give a list of the definitions, most useful formulas and results

for reference purposes.

The metric is transformed as

gK L -- g ik A* A £ . (1.13,7)

We denote

det IA!4! = J . (1.13,8)
i

An alternative to (1.11,24) is

-A*1,. ) (1-13.9)

and an alternative to (1.11,25) replacing (1.11,22) in the anholonomic case is

K 1 KN
rLM = 2 g (dLgNM + dMgLN" dN gML+ 2°LNM + 2 ° M L N ~ 2 U NML ]

(1.13.10)

where

Note that the object of anholonomicity is Just the antisymmetric part of the

connection;

Contracted quantities are denoted

°K = °LKL " ^ ^ K ) (113,13)

r = r 2 0 + A A r T r ( r > ( 1 1 3 1 4 )
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It is useful to note that

aK A^ - d In | J | + 2 A!* flK (1.13,15)

and that

9| AJ^- - oK In |J | - 2 f ) K = AK . (1.13,16)

The symmetrized differential operator

. + a . AJ^j (1.13,17)

(here the second b. is supposed to operate beyond AK also) can often simplify

various expressions. Use of (1.13,16) easily gives the alternative form

DK = dK + 2 AK ' (1.13,18)

L can now be shown to assume one of the following forms

A A I f T A

L = (DK
 + 2 A K ) g ( D L ~ 2 A L ) (1.13,19)

= (åK + A K ) g ö L (1.13,20)

= D K g K L DL + W . (1.13,21)

A

Here W is a multiplicative operator. When this form is used for L in the

kinetic energy operator T (1.13,1), (- h /2)-W is often called an "extra

potential term". W can be written in many different ways one of which is

W = - \ D K ( g K L A L ) . (1.13,22)

In rewriting W use is made of the scalar curvature R (always zero in flat spaces)

r + r r r r + 2 r < V ( 1 1 3 2 3 >
and the "divergence" of the metric:
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MN MN
g MN

(1.13,24)
°M°N ** g »MN

MN,_ rI _ r l I r J I J I r.J K o L
g U N M . I 1IN,M + 2 i N J 1 I M + I I N r j M + I I J 1 + 2 r n

Thus the form

W ~ g ( - 2 r i M N + 4 I J M r i K + 2 r j L r M N ^ (1.13,25)

first given by deWitt (see QIC) can be rewritten to the form of Gervais and

Jevicki

W = ± ( e M N - E
M N r 1 T J - R ^ n 13 26>

W 4 [g .MN g NJ1 IM ' ' ( l .u .^b)

It should be carefully noted that we have not merely made arbitrary coordinate

transformations but in fact also transformed to forms where the generators nK

of some Lie algebra, corresponding to some Lie group, occur. The introduction

of "group operators" into the Hamiltonian has previously been discussed by

Darling (1963). One of the great advantages of the analysis in general anholonomic

systems is thus that rotational motion (angular momentum) is treated in the san.e

context as translational motion (ordinary momentum).

Finally, one should observe that the operators D» in (1.13,17) do not

necessarily have the same commutation rule (1.11,24) as SK . If however

OK = 0 then

DK = a R - | d K l n | j | = J 1 / 2 d K J ~ 1 / 2 (1.13,27)

and (1.11,24) is valid also for D» .

The condition flj, - 0 can in fact also replace

Ö J A ^ = O (1.13,28)

in the derivation of

[DK , g K L ] = 0 (1.13,29)

given in SPM. This is so bscause the other condition for (1.13,29) is:
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d. A* - - ö. A* (1.13,30)

and it can easily be shown to imply

di AK = " fiK ' (1.13,31)i AK

(Concerning (1.13,29) see end of Sec. 1.33.)
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1.2 Center of May. and Geometric Coordinates

The fact that the equations of motion of an isolated system of particles are in-

variant under time translations, space translations and (constant) rotations, leads

as is well known, to the conversation laws of energy, momentum and angular

rromentum. Let £ (0=1, • • •, N) be the Cartesian position vectors of N particles.

Then the mechanics of the system is also invariant under the Galilei transforma-

tions

Because of these facts one sometimes wants to use coordinates that in themselves

are invariant under such transformations. I.e. the separation of center of mass It

and some internal coordinates x ( a= l , . . . ,3N-3) is often made so that:

v'1 i r \ -x'^ I r' \ l\ 2 2\
A l l J ~ A l l / » I I > L , L |

We take this as definition of internal coordinates.

Sometimes one goes a step further and introduces some kind of geometric co-

ordinates q (b^l,. . .,3N-6) that also are invariant under rotations (see 1.12,23)

q b ( r ) = qb(IRr ) . (1.2,3)

One example is normal coordinates, treated below in 1.32. Internal coordinates

depend thus only on relative vectors £ „ = r - r . ; geometrical coordinates

depend only on scalar products £ ft'Xv A °f relative vectors.

In the rest of this section we shall present some coordinate transformations from

the ordinary Cartesian coordinates r = (r , r , r ) (or = l , . . - ,N) of N
~Ct XCr yCr ZCx

particles with masses m respectively and we shall see how the quadratic forms

of kinetic energy, in Lagrangian

2T(dt)2 - T m^ dr2 (1.2,4)

and especially in Hamiltonian

N 2

T 4 T Ea (1.2.5)
ev- i mct
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form, change. Of special interest are coordinate tranrformations that keep the
metric diagonal. Let us further specify that the metric is to be constant. A
preliminary transformation to massweighted coordinates (1.13,2), that turns
the metric matrix into the 3N * 3N unit matrix 1 , then shows that the trans-
formed metric (1.11,15) is again the unit matrix as long as

A- Å = I (1.2,6)

i.e. as long as A (see 1.12,1) is an orthogonal matrix. Since A must be
specified by 3N(3N-l)/2 parameters there are very many such transformations.
Only some of these that separate out center of mass and have certain other physical
kinematical interpretations, the Jacobi coordinates, are of more general interest
and will be discussed below.

In Sec. 1.22 a set of geometric coordinates are defined and also the related
distance-angle coordinates.



i .21 Generalized Jacobi C oordinates: Reaction Channels

Consider the expression (1.2,5). As is familiar from treatments of the Hydrogen

atom, the transformation

- 2

/ m
ct m

1
m + m m + m

°1 J2 ttl °2

- 1

\

(1.21,1)

changes T to

P

1 , - l
T = 2 l M

p
- 2

o

sk.
m

(1.21,2)

where

M
°lflf2

in + m
ftl &

(tn"1
m" 1

-1

tt2

(1.21,3)

Since the resulting expression (1.21,2) is of the same type as the original

(1.2,5) a simple induction argument shows that we can continue and make two

by two transformations of the type (1.21,1) on any pair of vectors in (1.21,2).

Of particular interest is a "coupling scheme" in which the vectors correspond-

ing to "sum" masses (M in (1.21,3)) are coupled again and again until one
1 2achievs a mass M - M.2 N corresponding to the total mass and a vector R

corresponding to the center of mass. T is then

i
T ^ 2 a l a

(1.21,4)

Here the R correspond to some set of internal coordinates and the H toa * a
the corresponding reduced masses. These depend upon the chosen coupling

scheme; this result is unique only for two particles.

The property of such a coupling scheme to result from successive two by two

divisions is illustrated in the following diagram which gives a typical example

for a 9-particle system:
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m. m , _ m

\

5 6 7 8

\ / \ /
8

\

M78

(23)4 (78)9

1(234)
\ /

(56) (789)

(l 234) (56789) (1.21,5)

In some applications a more systematic coupling scheme is advantageous:

m. m 4 m 5

X
"12 M 12

M(12)3 M 123

(123)4

M(1234)5 M12345

(1.21,6)
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In classical trajectory studies of molecular collisions of e g . A + B •• C f D

type it is of course desirable to use different coordinates in reactant and product

channels respectively, corresponding to one of the reduced masses being

M M w n , in the reactant and one being !*,„.,~. in the product-channel. It is then
l*vl**) (t_.)(L>)

the vectors corresponding to these that go to infinity (and only these, if the system

is otherwise bound) in the respective asymptotic regions.

Hirschfelder (1969) gives interesting examples of how these coordinates and

"skewed" variants of them can be used for purely kinematic studies of chemical

reactions.
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1.22 Distance-angle Coordinates

Consider a kinetic energy expression

T = | I. pa
2 (1.22,1)

a

in some (internal) coordinates- Make the transformation

\

(1.22,2)

to a radial coordinate q and an angle <p. . (1.22,1) becomes
r l *

2

1 / \

q

2 2
T r a

q 1 a^a ,a /
r l l *

Exactly as in the derivation of the Jacobi-coordinates in the last section, we can

continue to make two by two transformations on the coordinates corresponding to

all momenta in (1.22,3) except the first. In the final result all coordinates

except one are angle-coordinates. In three dimensions the result of the first step

is cylindrical coordinates. The second gives spherical polar coordinates. In

higher dimensions the term hyper-spherical coordinates is sometimes employed.

The corresponding operator T is given in QIC. Note that the extra potential

term corresponding to W in (1.13,21) is different from zero but that the

resulting coordinates are so called independent (QIC) so that the commutator

in (1.13,29) is trivially zero. This finishes our discussion of independent

distance-angle coordinates.

Let us now consider an N-particle system (N arbitrary - 1 ,2 ,3 . . . ) and assume

that we have introduced some Jacobi coordinates, i . e . center of mass It and

internal coordinates IJ . , . . . , H M * as in (1.21,4). We now introduce in a

systematic fashion, for an arbitrary N-particle system a set of 3N-6 geometric

coordinates (for N=2 they are actually 3N-5) as follows:

N = l Use RQ .

N = 2 Same as above plus:

the length | R, | = R. and the polar angles d and (p of R. .
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N = 3 Same as above plus:

the length |R | = R , the angle C2 between R andRg , the angled

between R, x (R 9
 X.R •) and the intersection between the fixed xy-plane

and the plane perpendicular to R . (see below).

N = 4 Same as above plus:

the lengths |j* j = R R N 1 , and the polar angles £

(b= 3 N-l) in the system (xj , x£ , x p = ( R 2 x R r R

Comment: The definitions of the angles d, (P, and the basis vectors x! , x '

x' are such that d, <p, ty are the Euler angles, as defined in (1.12,23) (and

below), of the primed system in the fixed system x., xo, xo (see Fig. 1).
1 it d

With these definitions the coordinates R. , R,, , £o » R K ' ^b ' * b ^ = 3 > ' ' ' ' N 1 ^

are "geometric", and describes the relative distances and angles between the

particles while R and t?, (ft, ^ describe position and orientation in space of

the system as a whole. The result of the procedure is illustrated in the following

diagram:

N = 2

N = 3

N = 4

N = N

Geometric
coordinates ^

„ •» position
zo J in space

orientation
in space

R

^ RN-1 (1.22,4)

This way of introducing coordinates is very instructive in principle but in
practice it is not of much use. (The Hamiltonian operator expressed in these
coordinates becomes rather complicated.) Later we will discuss the usual
way of introducing a moving frame and geometric coordinates through the
Eckart conditions and Normal coordinates, respectively.
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Figure 1. The angles d, <p and ij) and the relation between the fixed system

and the moving system x ' , y ' , z ' .

Bibliography to 1,2
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1 ..i Dynamical Coordinates and Potential Energy

The potential energy function V(r , , - • • , £ v) of an N-particle system can be

regarded as a scalar field in the 3N-dimensional space discussed above. Because

of the isotropy and homogeneity of 3-dim. space this field however only depends

on the (3N-6)-dim. subspace defined by some geometric coordinates (see 1.2).

The potential determines the dynamics of particle systems and quite often

complicated features of this dynamics, as observed experimentally, can be

elucidated by proper choices of coordinates that, in various ways, reveal the

mathematical structure of the potential. Since we are concerned mainly with

bound states, the minima of the potential will be of crucial importance. We

first study the electrostatic potential function

(i.3.1)

of a molecule, including nuclei and electrons. The minima of this potential are

mathematical singularities and this makes series expansions etc. impossible.

However, introduction of collective coordinates (Sec. 1.31) inspired by simple

intuitive notions, appear to be essential for the understanding of the so called

Born-Oppenheimer or adiabatic approximation.

When the adiabatic approximation is valid the vibrational and rotational

behaviour of the molecule is determined by a potential energy essentially given

by the electronic energy as a function of the nuclear positions or rather the

3N-6 coordinates describing the nuclear configuration. These are often chosen

as normal coordinates (Sec. 1.32). It is often said that for linear molecules

the potential depends on 3N-5 normal coordinates. This is not true, of course,

except for the trivially linear diatomic molecules (see (1.22,4)). The formal

use of 3N-5 coordinates in the linear N>2 case is only a convenient way of

saying that the rotation around the molecular axis cannot be separated from the

vibrational motion.

Separation of vibration and rotation is the subject of S e e s 1.33 and 1.34. Here

we present the molecular vibration-rotation Hamiltonian and discuss the Eckart

conditions. Section 3 of my paper SPM is erroneous and should be considered as

replaced by Sec. 1.34.
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1.31 Separation of Colin-live and individual Motion

Consider a system of N particles with charges O and masses m corresponding

to a neutral molecule. This means that it is possible to find *•* groups a (a=l, - . . ,«•*)

of particles such that

Q> - 0 . (131,1)

Here we have used the notation

c(o>) - a if particle o belongs to group a . (1.31,2)

Now, if the particles are arranged, in space, so that each group, a , occupies

limited disjoint regions which are of smaller dimension than the distances be-

tween the centers of the regions, then we have an arrangement essentially

corresponding to neutral atoms- Theoretical intuition and chemical experience

agree that this is the type of arrangement found in bound state molecules. When

studying motions within such a system it should be advantageous to take account

of this fact by introducing suitable coordinates that describe: i) the motion of

the system as a whole, e.g. the center of mass, R , ii) the collective motion
o

of the particles in the neutral atom r (a=l %fT) , iii) the motion of the
a i

individual particles (within the atoms) r (o=i,.. • , N). The fact that this

formally gives 3+3c4*+3N degrees of freedom is here taken care of by constraints

and the coordinate transformation can be written as follows

0 = E m r! a=l «** (1.31,3)
c(»)=a

As discussed in BCA such a coordinate transformation will separate the kinetic

energy into center of mass kinetic energy, kinetic energy of collective motion

and kinetic energy of individual motion. The potential energy (1.3,1) can be

written
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Fig. 2. An example of center of mass R , coJlective jr and individual

r coordinates for«/r-3 and N 16.



i f
a=l

[ r
c(Of)-c(p)---a r | c(o)=a c( p)= . C . f I , _ , C + r I

' a ~ o Ht> - f

1 ^

a=l a < b

In regions of configuration space, corresponding to the above mentioned arrange-
I CIments, it can be expected that V <sr V , (since the latter terms representa at) j p .

interaction between neutral atoms) and also that jgrad V, |:*> |grad V , | . In

this way we see that we achieve an approximate separation also of the potential.

The separation is not globally valid but it is valid in the relevant regions of con-

figuration-space. In BOA it is explained how these facts lead to the Born-Oppen-

heimer or adiabatic approximation (see Ballhausen and Hansen (1972) for careful

definitions of these terms). The fact that energy is not transferred between

electronic (or rather "individual") and nuclear (or "collective") degrees of free-

dom in normal molecules depends on the division in (1.31,4). The famous

expansion after x has small explanative power compared to this. The masses

are however not entirely irrelevant. We return to this in Sec. 2.21.
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1.32 Rotational, Vibrational and Non-Rigid Motion

We now study the motion of the nuclei (or rather tht atoms) within the adiabatic

approximation. Most ordinary molecules have a fairly rigid structure, i .e . the

potential V(r , . . . , £ ) has a well-defined minimum for some definite configura-

tion:

r - a = const, (numerical) vectors . (1.32,1)

Then, of course, any other set of constant vectors obtained by rotation and

translation

a^ = R + R a f t (1.32,2)

also represent a minimum. In order to describe the motion of the molecule in

a way which takes account of this structure of the potential, we now consider

a transformation to coordinates R (center of mass). TJ , . . . , T) (rotational
O I S

angles; s = 2 or 3) and normal coordinates Q. (i = 1 , . . . , 3N-(3+s)) such that

3N-(3+s)
r =R_ + R(T? 7} )[a + L b 1 Q.] . (1.32,3)

i=-l

When the Q. = O we can only represent the constrained motion (rotational

and translational) of the molecule in which the atoms stay at the equilibrium

positions (1.32,2). When the equilibrium configuration is linear this constrained

motion is described by two rotational degrees of freedom (s = 2). We might use

d and <p in (1.12,23) (and put ^ = 0). For non-linear molecules the constrained

motion has three rotational degrees of freedom (s = 3). The natural motion of the

molecule is in this case such that the Q. take on small values. For non-rigid

molecules it may happen that the potential is (almost) constant for various

relative rotations of rigid parts of the molecule. This can be described

mathematically by increasing s so that it may be larger than 3 in a transforma-

tion

3N-(3+s) .
_ n I IT% Aft <u v i T"1 t_ * /n an _ V / " \ I A ft f\ A\

to coordinates R ,17 . . . . 77 of constrained (non-vibrational) motion and
^" 0 1 S

normal coordinates Q. . Changing notation for convenience we introduce the

quantities xx = V ^ r ^ (£ =x,y,x), where r^ = ( r x 0 , , r y a , v7Q) are given

in (1.32,4), and rewrite this equation as
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1 3N , i = l , . . - , 3 N - (3+s), p = l , . . . , s + 3 ) . The ve loc i t i e s are

x, = [-—— + ^ - ^ Q . ] x +UQ. . ( 1 . 3 2 , 6 )

The Lagrangian kinetic energy 2T - Ex. now has the form
A

2 T =

where A and B . can be writtenpr pi

V = C + V Qi + Vij Qi Qj

Bpi =pi = B
P ? + B

P i j Qj •

i

One now wishes to make the coupling terms, B . , as small as possible. Since

the Q. take small values by definition this ie achieved by the conditions

B (0 ) = 0 . (1.32,10) ,

P> I
Since B*. = (dF. /öX^) U- these may be regarded as eq.s partially determining

the 3N(3N-(3+s)) functions f^ .Since the eq.s (1.32,10) are (3+s)-(3N-(3+s))

there remain (3N-(3+s)) arbitrary f. . .

Since we have said that the Q. in (1.32,7) are normal coordinates we can use

the definition of such to determine the remaining f,. . We have

V ( r a ) ^ U ( x A ) = U(FA + f X i Q i ) (1 3 2 1 1 )

and make a Taylor expansion around the minimum Q. = 0 to get:

(1.32,12)

According to our assumptions the quantities
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in (1.32.12) are the coefficients of a positive definite quadratic form. From

(1.32,6-7) we see that

C . r fA.fA. (1.32.14)

The definition of normal coordinates requires

fAi

(1.32,15)

(A. = arbitrary preassigned functions).

Since the b.. constitute a positive definite quadratic form it is indeed possible

to diagonalize b.. and C simultaneously by a wellknown theorem of linear

algebra. Together (1.32,15) give the remaining (3N-(3+s)) eqs. for the f, . .

(I have followed Sayvetz (1939) rather closely in this treatment.)

For the normal case of rigid molecules (1.32,3), the uniqueness of the f. .

correspond to the vectors b being uniquely determined by the potential. I

have chosen to stress this fact here since I failed to do so in SPM Sec. 3.
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1.33 The Rigid. Non-Linear Case

In the e a s e of r ig id and n o n - l i n e a r m o l e c u l e s it is r e a s o n a b l e to u s e (1 .32 .3 )

with s 3 . In o r d e r t o find the Kinetic e n e r g y in Lcigrangian form (1 2.4) we

need

3 -,t K 3N-K . 3X-0 .

We now use (1.12,25) which we can write

t 1 : j 3 2 )

Simple algebra now gives

o

( IR E ~ - CITJ R I A ^ d n H . R E 6 A I I . ( 1 . 3 3 . 3 )
IM % v v,\ v v X A A A

where

6" . sin O di> - sin!) eosP d t

6" - coso di> ~ sim'} sinodv- (133 4)

if the explicit expressions (1.12,23,25) are used.

In (l.?3,3) we have mide a transformation from coordinate differentials d?i

(corresponding to contravariant coordinate basis vectors) to new differentials

6 . The transformation corresponds to the transfornrition to a non-holonomic
i K K i

system. (In the notation of Sec 1.11 we would write this dq /n* 6q A. dq )

In order to avoid confusion I should perhaps have used R instead of R in

(1.32.3) since K(V-#.<P) as defined below (1.12,23) and in Fig. 1, Sec 1.22

rotates the basis vectors while (1.32,3) is concerned with the components of a

fixed physical vector jji these bases. Since, however, |R (fy.i'.ip)
-(6 IHo —d Ho "t Hi

f{(-<p,-i>.-IM e a e c e ° this can be achieved by changing sign on
all angles and their differentials and by transposing V and <p.

We can now write

3N-i; . 3N-fi .
dr cIR + m ( E 6 ^ H 1 ) U > r b ' Q . ] + [ 2 b ' d Q . ] } . (1.33.5)

Of O A A C/ • j Or 1 \ \
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Using that F is an orthogonal matrix, using the relation (1.12,22) i .e .

* " \ W ^ £\UV anc* u s i n g t*ie conditions and definitions:

S m a ^ 0 (1.33.6)

- % " j t t 0 (1.33,7)

;m» V ^ V c X * - ° (133-8)

Or A*F*

we get

" ' ' ' ' (1.33.12)

Here (1.33,6-8) correspond to (1.32,10) of the previous section, while

(1.33.9) is essentially the second of the eqs. (1-32,15). (1 33,6-7) take away

the coupling with center of mass motion and correspond of course to the con-

straints in (1.31,3) in a sense. (1.33,8) reduces the vib-rot coupling to terms

proportional to Q. and is in fact the famous Eckar*. condition (see next section).

(Note that the factors m in the sums over a in (1.33,6-10) have been for-

gotten in the corresponding formulas (41)-(45) of SPM.) (1.33,10) is the in-

stantaneous inertia tensor in the moving system.

In order to obtain the Hamiltonian form of (1.33,12) we must invert the matrix

g ol the quadratic form, which can be written (ignoring the trivial center of

mass part)

/ ! A \
g " I (1.33,13)
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From a theorem in matrix theory we find the inverse t<> be

/ H -HA \
S ~ .. i (1-33.M)

\ - A#i |^ Affi A /

where

| l l l - A A l " 1 (1 .33.1Ö»

is the so called inverse effective inertia tensor . Let us write (I"., IP)

{'.'. , " . "". . P . . • . 1' , ) for the set of momenta conjugate to the "quasi'

coordinates with differentials (6 6 . 6 . . d(J. . • • . ( 'Q>\_ ( i>- The j ,

(y x ,y ,z) then correspond to the components of total angular momentum

along the axes in the moving system. Inspection of (1.:J3.Hi shows that it can

be factorized so that the Hamiltonian form of ihe kinetic energy is obtained as :

- A i ) U i J U * i (T-IM

I'eriorming what corresjwnds to another non-holonomic transformation by

introducing

fl f)
( I . P ) \ _ A - ! j (1.33.17)

i . e . the vibrational angular momenta

3N-fi .
IT Z tJL\ P- • (1.33.18)

V i 1 '

(1 33.10) can be written

T | T, ( M -" M )M v ^"V-J!
v
) ' | E p f • (1.33,lf»

Using the theory of Sec 1 13 it is in principle simple to obtain the corresponding

operator (see also QIC and SI'M) In fortunately, however, very long and tedious

algebra is required for the simple and elegant results

W T Tr (H) (1.33.20»

(VV is given in (1.13,26)) and
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^ ' »W^ 0 • (1.33,21)

corresponding to (1.13,29). (H only operates on Euler angles and commutes

trivially with other quantities.) These where first found by Watson (19(>8).

The conditions for (1.13, 29) to hold (as given in SPM), i . e . : if

-. g' j - 0 (1.33.22)

is valid in some system (i) and if (1.13,28) and (1.13,30) hold,then (1.13.29) is

true in the system (K), are unfortunately not obviously valid in this case. Either

we let (i) be the cartesian system of coordinates so that (1.33,22) is trivial but

(1.13,28.30) difficult or we let (i) correspond to the system with metric (1.33,14),

so that A. correspond to the matrix in (1.33.17) and (1-13,28,30) become trivial

but (I-33.22) difficult. In its present form the theorem is thus only capable of

moving the difficulties around- Recently I have found that a sufficient condition

for (1.33,22) is

r). g.. = - i . g.. . (1.33.23)
i &jk j ftik *

Proof: (1.33,23) gives g1' h. g ^ -• 0 (contraction over symmetric and anti-

symmetric indices). Since h. 6}_ -- K (g g . ) 0 we get g., r». g * - 0 and this

gives (1.33. 22) Q.E.D.

This seems promising, since taking as g.. the matrix (1.33,13), some of the
i iquantities in (1.33,23) correspond to the £ defined in (1.33,11) which are

indeed antisymmetric in the proper way

CjJ - - C y • ( 1 . 3 3 . 2 4 )

Unfortunately, however, the presence of the inertia tensor in the upper left

hand corner destroys the simplicity- Simplification of the vib-rotor algebra is

thus still a challenge to anyone interested.
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1.34 The Eckarl Conditions

In his 1935 paper Eekart says " . . . I have studied the use of the principal axes

of inertia as the rotating axes After publication it was discovered that

this belief was wrong. . . ". Indeed the concept of a rotating coordinate system,

following a quasi-rigid system of particles as it rotates, is full of traps. Sec 3.

"Are the Eckart Conditions Inique". of inv report SPM is an example of this.

There it was concluded that certain extra conditions sometimes could be added.

As has been kindly pointed out to me by Dr. J.K.G. Watson, these however have

consequences which make them unless from a practical point ot view.

As shown in Sec- 1.32 the potential together with the conditions (1 33. <>-$)

uniquely determine the constants appearing in the vectors a and b . However,

regarding (1.32.3) just as a coordinate transformation leaves considerable

freedom in the choice of these, and one might consider il additional conditions

can simplify the algebra of the vib-rotor and improve the kinematic vibration-

rotation separation At the sam? linio this would tell us whether there are

special potential functions with extra simple vib-rot behaviour-

Consider the inertia tensor (1 33.10) which we now write as

' A M ' A M ' ' A M ' l U (1:il-1>

where I. is the constant part and

is the linear part rewritten with the help of <1 33. S). IX is quadratic in the

normal coordinates -

First one might notice that it is always possible to introduce the trivial extra

condition on the a that I? is diagonal •

Concerning I. which we rewrite as

one might note that the effective inertia tensor p- 11 in (1-33.15) can be

written
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II I? + I a . ^ Q i - L ; a ^ " ( I ° ) a X ^ ] Q . Q. (1.34.4)
* » > j J J

x.v

(Amat and Henry (1958)) and that the vibrational angular momenta have the

commutators

Xu(Watson (19G8)). These relations show that if we can make all a. 0

considerable simplification will result. Just by counting the number of conditions

(see SPM) one finds that this is possible for N (>. Unfortunately it can be seen

from certain sum rules (Watson (1968)) that this requires that all vectors a 0.

These conditions are thus uninteresting in practice. Still one might ask whether

the conditions

i.e. that K is diagonal, are possible? These would still make the extra term

in (1.34,5) zero and I! in (1 34,4) diagonal (if I? is). However, use of the

identity

shows that this requires that

l^^^Xa^Xa^ ° for

The Kckart condition (1.33,8) on the other hand gives

and thus together they give

The question then is: can we use the f>(3N-f>) conditions (1.34,10) (which

automatically imply the 3(3N-fi) Eckart conditions (1.33,8))? At present I cannot

see that it is impossible in principle for N 4. A simple example, however.
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shows that (1 34.10> is certainly not always possible: consider a symmetric

quadratic 4-atomic molecule. The normal modes look as follows:

Direct calculation shows that all quantities (1.34.10) except those corresponding

to Qr (i.e. i 5: M x, X y and M y. X x) are zero. The geometric reason for

this is easily seen: when Q_ changes from positive to negative values the

principal axes of inertia rotate 90 . The other modes do not rotate in this manner

This large effect is of course due to the symmetry of the equilibrium geometry

that makes the principal axes of inertia indeterminate. If (1.34,10) is to be of any

use. such symmetry should thus not be present. This is all I can say on these

matters at present. These questions definitely deserve further study.

For completeness one should also mention that it is possible to construct the

moving frame explicitly- One first defines the vectors

A

The Eckart frame is then given by the moving unit vectors f defined through

*» A

< f v . f . . r # ) (F - I . F ) F " 1 2 (134 .13)
A Y » ' X \ /

where F is the matrix with elements

(IF) F -F (134.14)

(this requires modification for planar moleculeB).
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Recently -Jorgensen (1978) noticed that (1-34.13) corresponds to so called

I.öwdin- or symmetric orthogonal i zat ion and that therefore the Eckart frame

follows the atoms in their motions in a least square sense.
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PART 2

DYNAMICS
CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM TIME EVOLUTION
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2.1 Claviical Mechanics; its Molecular Aspects

An N particle problem in classical mechanics is defined when the potential in

the Hamiltonian function

2

+ V(r r M ) (2.1,1)

is given explicitly. Since classical mechanics is a good approximation for large

quantum numbers (i.e. dense spectra) it is often useful in the study of those

molecular degrees of freedom that correspond to large (reduced) masses (see

1.21) and weak forces. Reactive (translational). rotational and sometimes

vibrational (see CCP) motions fall under this category. The specification of

the potential is, however, a great problem for larger systems and requires ab

initio calculations (fitted to some analytic form) or intelligent qualitative

guessing. This is not the only problem. The possibility of electronic transitions,

not to mention radiation, leads to effectively non-conservative behaviour, the

potential hvpersurface V in (2.1.1) need not be the same in the initial and final

state. One then says that a non-adiabatic transition has taken place. These are

of course quantum mechanical but can be incorporated into classical mechanics

through so called surface-hopping. We shall not discuss this here.

Once the potential is specified mechanical systems are either integrable or non-

integrable and most realistic problems belong self evidently to the latter kind.

Due to the development of automatic computers, numerical solution is. however,

no longer any problem for reasonably wellbehaved V. In fac'i most program

libraries provide subroutines that integrate the system on coupled first order

differential (Hamilt^ns) equations:

q.
1

'•£ (2.1.2)

This mikes it possible to make numerical experiments on classical model systems.

Reactive scattering studies are discussed in the next sec. Studies of vibrational

relaxation and of non-ergodic contra ergodic behaviour in bound states have boon

m;\de. In 19fi4 Hénon and Heiles studied the system defined by the potential

V(x,y) - | (x2 (2.1,3)

Its "dissociation" energy is D l/fia . They found that the behaviour of bound

classical trajectories is regular, i .e. the anharmonic term is perturbative, for

energies E •' 0.68 D.
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Pomphrey (1974) has found similar behaviour in the corresponding quantum

system. These results are supported by moden mathematical theory of non-

integrable systems. The general conclusion is thus that approximate

separability does not require "global" separation but may result from local

smallness of coupling terms in relevant regions of configuration space. It is

this type of experience that gives hope that the formal division of the total

molecular Coulomb potential in (131,4) does give real physical insight into

the low energy dynamics.



2.11 Ctavsical Scattering and Quasi-classical Transition Probabilities

We shall here concentrate on some aspects of atom-diatomic molecule collisions

that can he described by a conservative potential. Let v and J denote the vibrational

and rotational quantum numbers in a di-atoniic molecule. We can write down the

following possible channels

A + BC(v\ J1) inelastic

At BC(v.J) • C + AB(v .« , i r e a c t i V e (2.12,1)V ' . J 1 ) "I
v ' . J 1 ) JB + AC(v'

A + B + C dissociation

Ideally one would like the quantum mechanical transition probabilities p(v, J—v'.J1)

for each channel (as functions of e.g. energy) lor comparison with results of

molecular beam experiments or at least theoretical rate constants for comparison

with bulk experiments.

These quantum probabilities are unfortunately very hard to calculate in the

general case. Instead one tries to estimate these by numerical classical scattering

experiments. One of the early important papers on this method is by Karplus.

Porter and Sharma (liXilj). The initial conditions in the reactant channel are

varied in a statistical way, sometimes intended to mimic some experimental

situation. For each set of initial conditions Hamiltons equations are then

integrated until the system is in one of the final asymptotic regions of phase-space

corresponding to products (rigthand side in (2.12.1)). If we assume that energy is

too low for dissociation the asymptotic form of the Hamiltonian in each channel is

r2

+ h.. (2.12.2)

where

P 2 L2.
h n .TT1- 4 LL-5 + v.. (H..> (2.12.3)

and where ij BC. AB or AC respectively. Here internal coordinates antl

reduced masses have been introduced according to the methods in Sec. 1 .21.

L.. is (the conserved) absolute value of the angular momentum of the molecule

ij and

fi.lik
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It is very often convenient to use a V that is such that the v.. become the (best)

Morse potentials for the resp. molecules. (See Porter, Raff and Miller (1975)

for a study of the rotating Morse oscillator.) Let us denote the quantum energy

levels of the system (2.12,3) E1J
 T sa E1^ + E1J

 T . In order to obtain quasi-
v , j j v , J

classical transition probabilities P(v,J - v ' . J ' ) one usualh selects initial

conditions in such a way that the reactant internal energy is equal to one of the

discrete energy levels, i .e. so that h.,-, = E T and so that rotational and
rJC V, J

vibrational energies correspond as well as possible to the related quantum

energies. (This requires of course some kind of separation of these.) In the

asymptotic products one then studies how energy is divided into vibrational and

rotational and assigns the "nearest" quantum numbers v1, J1 .

In CRC we have called this "final box quantization" and the method as such, to

assign quantum numbers to a classical trajectory, QCF (Quasi Classical Forward).

When a large number of such trajectories with "Monte Carlo" initial conditions

(restricted to correspond to quantum energies), have been calculated, the relative

frequency for the final "state" to be v ' . J 1 (in a certain channel) gives an estimate

of the quasi classical transition probability v, J - v1, J ' .

The potential energy surface V often has a deep minimum when the atom A

approaches BC along the internuclear axis. For reactive collisions the collinear

arrangement is then the most probable one. For this reason and also because

of the resulting simplicity one often studies the collinear model problem in

which the three particles A + BC are restricted to move along a line. Only two

degrees of freedom then remain, e.g. R . .„.-,, and R-,, and the internal
A(r>l_<) nt

asymptotic Hamiltonians correspond to simple one dimensional Morse oscillators.

Also, since the particles cannot go through each other, the third of the channels in

(2.12,1) disappears. With such a simple system it is possible to calculate a very

large number, n t , of trajectories (starting in v) to get good statistics. The

error in a (collinear) transition probability

p(v-v ' ) ^ - ^ - (2.12, .7,
"tot

can be estimated as

öp(v-v') = nv y , ( n ^ . - n " ^ ) 1 * . (2.i2.r,>

With these facts in mind it is tempting to study the consistency of the QCF

method of obtaining p(v-v'). Since one always starts with energy corresponding
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BC

to the quantum level E but ends with some, randomly distributed, internal

energy, assigned to the nearest level v1, the method is asymmetric and will

hardly fulfill the principle of detailed balance- In the simple collinear case this

principle demands

p(v-v ') = p(v' -v) . (2.12,7)

If we use QCF (i.e. initial quantum energy, final box quantization) to obtain

p(v-v') indirectly through calculation of p(v ' -v) and use of detailed balance

(2.12,7), the method might be called QCR (Quasi Classical Reverse; this is the

terminology in CRC). Calculations described in the paper CRC show that the

two asymmetrical methods QCF and QCR can give very different results. In one

case we found QCF p 1 - 4 0.26 i 0.04 while QCR p1 4 - 0.13*0.03 (-- QCF

p , ) for reactive transition probabilities in the 11 +CU system. It is therefore

desirable to find a more symmetric method, fulfilling the principle of detailed

balance. In CHC we decided to use "box quantization" in both ends, i .e. the

initial state is also allowed to have a continuous range of energies and is

assigned the "nearest" quantum number. Calculations with such a method showed

that then (2.12,7) is in fact satisfied, w'thin the error limits.
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2.2 Quantum Mechanics, Quantization

The time evolution of pure state | ^ of a physical system is according to

quantum mechanics determined by

H |it) = i * - ^ | t ) • (2.2,1)

When a basis { |a)l for the Hilbert space has been chosen it is possible to

work directly with components t (o) ••• ict \>i>) constituting some definite repre-

sentation. We will not be very original on this point but choose to work with

the coordinate representation. For molecules, in a non-relativistic approxima-

tion. this means that H T + V where T is given by (1.13.1) and V, the

electrostatic potential, by (1.3,1) and that the state is characterized by

V- (La)> *-e- a wave function. This function can be regarded as a complex

valued scalar field (defined on the 3N-dim. configuration space). The great

advantage of this representation lies in Born's postulate that the absolute

square of the wave function is the probability density for finding the system in

a given configuration. For low energy bound states this probability density must

be closely related to the potential V. In BOA it is discussed how this can be

utilized for finding zeroth order approximations to v-

An old question concerning the connection between classical and quantum

mechanics is: given the classical quantities and eq.s of motion of a system,

is it possible to find the "correct" (in some sense) quantum operators? I.e.

can one give a quantization rule? Farlier in this text we have taken for granted

the experimentally well confirmed idea that T in (1.13,1) is the correct

quantum operator corresponding to the kinetic energy part of (2.1,1). In a

general anholonomic system T would then be -fi /2 times L as given in

e.g. (1.13,21). Let us just note in passing that the best quantization rule,

Weyl symmetrization (see QIC), does give a kinetic energy operator which is

-h /2 times an operator which differs from L only in lacking the two latter

terms in W as given in (1.13,2f>). In QIC it is concluded that this is because a

quantization rule can never be geometrical in the sense of tensor analysis.



2.21 Approximate Separation Schemes

In many situations the Hamiltonian

H T + V (2.21,1)

of a particle system as discussed in e.g. 1.31 (or more carefully in BOA) falls

at least approximately, into a sum

H •-- Z tt + II (2.21.2)
a a

where each term in the sum depends on some set of coordinates and conjugate

momenta of its own (since we know how to change from a quantum to a classical

description and vice versa we need not yet specify which we have in mind).

Here < H is some remaining unseparated part that can be expected to be small

on empirical or mathematical evidence. The diagonalization (1.32.15) of the

quadratic part of the series expansion (1.32,12) is another example of an

attempt to achieve (2.21.2).

In the case of normal coordinates (2.21,2) is an ordinary separation, in fact

even more straightforward than that employed in the usual treatment of the

hydrogen atom etc. However, entirely different situations may be encountered.

Assume that, e.g. H. corresponds to small reduced masses and strong forces

compared to the other terms. It then represents the most important part of If

and its dynamics will be very "quantumlike". Let us assume that the operator

H. has a discrete spectrum of stationary states. If (2.21,2) is to be a reasonable

approximation, then the dynamics in the remaining systems must depend on

what state the system described by H. is in. Assume again, that the H2 system

is more quantumlike than later terms in the sum. We can repeat the same

argument again. We are now in a position to sum up this discussion in the

formula

2 (X2 , P2 ; nj) + H3 (X3 .

(2.21.3)

(Here n symbolizes the quantum number of the state of II .) In BOA a variant

of the so called Born-Oppenheimer separation is obtained in this way. Two things

concerning the sum (2.21,3) should be stressed. First the division made is not

unique; various intelligent devises can be used to make ' H insignificant in

some specific situation. Second: at each consecutive less quantumlike level a

choice can be made between classical and quantum mechanics. If classical

mechanics is chosen at a certain level it will automatically be the last one.



In this fashion one can construct different kinds of mixtures of classical and

quantum mechanics for specific systems. Billins (1975, 1978) has constructed

and put to practical numerical use various such "semi-classical" mixtures

especially for calculations on atom-diatom collisions. Sec. 6 of CCP is also

an example, albeit an unusual one, of such a mixed use of classical and quantum

mechanics.

This kind of "adiabatic" approach can also be used to understand certain level

structures of some excited atoms. As a first step one then intnxluces hyper-

spherical coordinates (see 1.22). The theory has been reviewed by Fano (1976)

(I am grateful to Dr. M. Inokuti for this information).

A final remark: It is said in BOA that the nuclear to electronic mass ratio is

irrelevant for the separability- This is an exaggregation. The virial theorem in

its Coulomb form 2 T' - V/. however, shows that the qualitative structure

of V is twice as important in determining the spectrum as the reduced masses

of the system.
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2.22 Non-Adiabatic Behaviour: Pre-deissociation

As the reader might have noticed (2.21.3) does not give the usual adiabatic

wavefunction for a molecule:

*= i. <x , ; x ) \ (x ) (2.22,1)
r el nu A * nu' v

in which the electronic wavefunction depends on the nuclear coordinates as

parameters (in the BOA and 2.21 approaches these are fixed to their equi-

librium values). In my opinion (2.22,1) does not correspond to any important

improvement over the scheme in (2.21,3) (in which l^(x i ; x ^) would be an

eigen-function of the first, \ (x ) an eigenfunction of the second Hamiltonian);

when (2.21,3) breaks down, so will in general (2.22,1). (I shall adhere to

common practice in talking about separation of electronic and nuclear variables

rather than individual and collective as would be more appropriate regarding

1.31.) In any case a product approximation of the type (2.22,1) is an adiabatic

approximation. It requires for its validity that the more quantumlike system

really provides such a rapidly oscillating field for the other degrees of freedom

that only its average is of importance. The "un-correlated" wave-function

(2.22,1) is thus in danger when there are near degeneracies in the electronic

energies E (x ) (in regious of configuration space where \ (x ) is non-

negligible, since such correspond to low characteristic frequencies of the system.

Except for such qualitative effects of symmetry as e.g. the Jahn-Teller- and

Renner effects, however, the breakdown of the adiabatic approximation in

molecules is in general perturbative, i .e . correspond to small off-diagonal

matrix elements in the Hamiltonian matrix resulting from a basis of type

(2.22,1). When such an off-diagonal matrix element couples a discrete

normalizable \ (x ) with a continuum solution, corresponding to a dissociated

molecule, the discrete state will be pre-dissociated and its natural line-width

unusually large. The use of adiabatic states as zeroth order states for the study

of (perturbative) predissociations has been discussed by Berry and Nielsen (1970).

An outline of the basic theory and a large number of references can be found in

CCP where a predissociation in SiO is discussed.

In collision problems it has turned out that often the normal adiabatic approach

is not useful. In di-atomic problems, when the adiabatic potentials E (r)

(= electronic energies as functions of internuclear distance) of two elec-

tronic states of the same symmetry, as obtained from an ab anitio calcula-

tion, come close but avoid crossing, one sometimes talkes about a

pseudo-crossing. Some kind of zeroth order electronic states obtained as

(r-dependent) linear combinations of the two relevant states, that are not eigen-
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lunctions ol the electronic llamiltonian but whose energy expectation values

E (r) (n-1,2) cross as functions or r, are then said to constitute a diabatic

basis and the functions E (r) are diabatic potentials. In collision problems it

is these that provide the best zeroth order effective potentials. These can be

said to result from a high energy limit. The usual adiabatic approximation is

a low energy limit (see Klar and Fano 1976).

In between these two limits, above the dissociation energy of the diatomic

molecule but below the onset of diabatic behaviour in general, there will

probably lie found phenomena, both in spectroscopy and collision experiments,

that are intermediate. By this I mean that they are not perturbative. in the

usual sense; neither with zeroth order diabatic or adiabatic states. This

possibility of breakdown of perturbation theory in the interaction between

adiabatic bound- and continuum states has also been realized by Hosenfield,

Voigt and Mead (15)70).

Before we continue, let us have a look at the relevant coupled equations

formalism that is used to determine the nuclear motion when decoupling approxi-

mations fail. Kxpand the total wavefunction in the following way:

* ; 7 ? *n (u;; r) F (r) . (2.22.2)
n

Here LC represents both the electronic and the angular variables of the inter-

nuclear vector £. Taking * as basis for a matrix representation of the

(internal) Hamiltonian II turns the timeindependent Schrodinger equation into

a system of coupled equations for F (r)

L \- ~ ' -r- 11 + P(r) + U(r)] F (r) = KF (r) (2.22,3)
m

where BJ is the Hermitian matrix (containing centrifugal contributions)

U (r) : " dod H . * (2.22.4)
mn ' - m r const n

and IP is the skew Hermitian (see (1.12,7)) matrix

I' (r) ' ()LC i-* ~ 1> . (2.22, r,)
mn1 - m dr n

A diabatic basis makes f = 0, an adiahatic makes U diagonal.

In CCP it is discussed, in an intuitive way, how it might happen that consider-

able off-diagonal coupling between a bound and a repulsive electronic state ,«till



might lead to bound discrete vihrational levels. Then, however, these should be

degenerate in a first approximation. In this way one obtains good qualitative

understanding of a set of doubled vibrational levels observed in the spectrum of

SiO. The lower component in each doublet has considerable linewidth which in-

creases with vibrational quantum number. In the next section we return to

discuss the hidden symmetry behind this fact.

Concerning the CCP interpretation of the SiO phenomenon it is fair to mention

that it has met opposition from spectroscopists and referees. After publication

of the CCP-report, however, Odderheder and Eländer (1976) presented a new

calculation of the potentials of SiO and this, to a large extent, confirmed pre-

dictions made in CCP concerning the behaviour of the relevant H-potentials.

The essentials of the CCP-interpretation have also been adopted in a recent

investigation of Brändas, Klander and Froelich (1978). The CCP report may

contain many unclear points and weak arguments, but personally I think that

there can no longer be any doubt that the interpretation is qualitatively correct

(especially considering next Sec ) .



2.23 Inversion Doubling with Decay

The symmetric double potential well, V(x), is the fundamental qualitative model

behind ideas of splitting of zeroth order degenerate states, found so often in

quantum mechanics. (The x-coordinate is then of course in most cases not an

ordinary space coordinate.) The invariance of the potential under the parity

operator P (Px - -x) expressed as

PV(x) V(x) (2.23. 1)

leads in classical mechanics to symmetry of the solutions: if x f(t) is a solu-

tion to the equations of motion, then so is x -f(t). In quantum mechanics this

is not so: solutions %, (x) may have even (H or <xld (-) parity:

Pl.(x) >• t(x) . (2.23.2)

The superposition principle then makes solutions without definite parity possible.
A

An energy eigenstate must however have definite parity since P commutes with

the Hamiltonian (ignoring weak interactions). This fact is of great interest in

connection with molecules since it means that optically active molecules are not in

energy eigenstates. A possible explanation of this fact has been given by

Simonius (1978). We shall not discuss this further here, however. Instead we

shall consider what happens when the usual model is extended with a possibility

of decay, i .e . leak out of probability amplitude to the continuum. If reasonably

sharp levels are actually observed it can be assumed that the transition

probability to the continuum is concentrated to the classically forbidflen region

of x-values around xr 0. The simpliest and most natural way to include such decay

into the model is to introduce the effective potential

W(x) - V(x) + i C • 6(x) (2.23,;?,)

(C •- const.) where 6(x) is the Dirac delta function and C is small enough for

perturbation theory to be valid. The zeroth order eigenstates of V(x) which are

the symmetric ^ (x) and antisymmetric ^, (x), slightly split states (because of

a finite transition probability through the barrier, see e.g. Landau and Lifshitz

(19(i5) § 50 problem 3) are now immediately seen to behave entirely different

under the action of this perturbation (see Fig.). The energy K of V is un-
a a

affected since i (0) 0 and thusa
ro . 2

-\K, iC i (x) 6(x) v (x) dx iC[t (0) • 0 . (2.23.1)
« '- iX il tl

-00
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V(x)

Fig. 3. Double symmetric potential well with decay. Energy levels and

wavefunctions (schematic).
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The somewhat lower, symmetric state c , will however get a complex correc-

tion to its energy

IK iC | i , (0 ) | 2 • i " . (2.23.5)

This means that, if there are a sequence of doubled levels, the lower component

in each pair will aquire a line width while the upper remains sharp. Note that this

is a very general result obtained with few arbitrary assumptions. It is seen that

the doubled decaying vibrational Si(>-Ievels described in the last Section lit nicely

into a model like this. (No potential in the molecule need look like V(x) of course:

it is only the qualitative connection between transition probabilities between zcroth

oiiler degenerate states and to the continuum that is the same.) Nature also

provides us with another example of this mechanism from an entirely different

field: The zeroth order neutral K-meson is degen rate with its antiparticle.

Transitions lx'tween these lead to splitting. They also have a tendency to decay

into n -mesons which are on the symmetry-"axis" between particles and anti-

particles. It thus seems that the upper (antisymmetric) component should be long-

lived (sharp) while the component with lower energy ought to be shortlived. This is

in agreement with experiment (see e.g. I.ifshitz and Pitaevskii (li)T4)).
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